
































































































































With each year the graduation 
list 
seems  to grow 
longer 











 3,000 graduates 
of
 the school 
year, 1962-63, 
approximately  4001 
more than last 


















listed in today's Spartan
 
Daily on 































































































































 students in 





 on white signs
 ap-







following  Easter vacation.
 



























West Model United Nations. 
Featuring 
a slate of controversial 
tpraker',




















SJS served as 
host  and Secre-
tariat
 daring lVIUN with SJS stu-
lent Samuel 
Obregon  serving as 
INTPlAry.t7enerill
 





Spring. 1963, saw the death of 





does  the future hold for 

















San Jose to 






 its life led
 by Freshman 
dents 











Phi Omega members 
In a 
recent interview. Steve Lar- "This 
new trend can 
be
 best 




office a short time. 
I raised the 














will remain open 
)pfnre




through  their I  
k 

























looking group of 
students
 




AS11 news. Steve 
Lar-
 
dent representation" for 





meaningful  stu- 




Tomorrow the main library will 
be
 open 
from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. 









the  many 
campuses  are 
"directionless.'7:30
 a.m. to 11 p.m. Thursday. 
.Went and vice prest- 
past four years the philosophy
 of 





















 they don't want what
 
they






































































































 scene was 
the varsity 
golf  














record, the varsity track team 
ran
 over all its opponents
 in of-
ficial dual meet 
competition. The 
frosh squad 
duplicated  that feat 
and also established national fresh-
man records 
in
 the two-mile and
 
four -mile relays. 
Other 
spring sports winners in -
elude
 the SJS 








S.IS branch national ,PrliCe 
fraternity Alpha Phi Omega %sill 
MINH two $1041 scholarships
 to 
seniors at their graduat'  cere-
monies from San 
Jose 










president  will confer the
 de- 
arrangements
 with Wilbur V. Hub-
cations for the 
master's  
degree.. the exercises should
 make special 
bard. Physical Education
 Depart -





Sweeney.  ment. Men's
 Gymnasium. 
dean of the Division of Education. Graduates
 are invited to take 
will present those students gush- part in the





 for teaching credentials and program 
and receive the special 
Maj. Joe F. Tarpley, head of the 
services  provided with the annual 





Air Science and 
Tactics.
 $5 












officers of the graduating 













rin assigned hour of registration CI,airman  Duncan 
Resigns 
will  be issued early in June in 
th, 
Natural





 5,666 at this time last 
year, have 
applied  for summer ses-
'aons registration
 permits as 
the 






 an at .tun
 







5 p.m., with 
- - --- not 
sure of how to go about
 doing: the Reserve 












Color  Pages j 
SJS approximately 
WHAT
 FATE awaits Tower Hall?  
Right
 now an answer
 is not 
known but
 by the time students 




repair or replace the 53 -year





At Campus Govt. 
une 
8 Test Date 
something
 new." 
It is intetestina to note 
that
 
!Social Science Room open 5 p.m. 





student government has been 
aboa! Friday the Main Library 
The 1963 














 of the eastern ivy
-league
 the Reserve Book 
Room
 will open 
physiral
 
education and en- 
ished at Harvard University and 
be open 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.. and 
annual
 since it 
began 








an the library'. 
and for the 
first time will 
feature! The next 
testing  
date for stu- 
 
When  we asked Steve
 and Bill 
Saturday  
and Sunday










 schools are 
ilea-  
student boning tip 
for next week's 
demically




 1, the en -
probably saw that their 
efforts  to 
tire  









Sunday,  1 p.m. to 
stantly 
expressed





















 until 11 p.m. 





Tuesday.  June 4 




























editor  of: 





























 is a section
 for 



















 ,pie,tionnaire to the 





















will  be 
distributed




tomorrow  from 
ti:30 a.m. test













intelligent  or 
strong,
 day to 






















of the 1963 
Jose on June 8 
and 
wish  to take 
to warrant 






finals, according to 
 La 
Torre,
 and Penny 
Furtney.  the test 
























 hand books in will result 
in 










to sm..% lye 
at














 at the 





















































































































These 10 students 
! 
by





































































order in which applications are 
:eeeived.
 










eieked up in the Summer Sessions 
Natural
 Science Area will resign 
office, Adm144. Night students 
at the end of the current academic 
loaY apply




and return to teaching on a 
ruing 
Programs
 Office. Adm153 




nouncement  was made yesterday 
a:45. 
' by Pres. John T. 
W a h l q u i s t . R e g i s t r a t i o n
 
will  begin at 7:30 
Dr.  Duncan, oldest 
member ef 
m. June 24 for the six- and fen -
 the faculty in length of st 
'seek
 sessions. 
Students  without 
came to San Jose State Tea, : 
;tcrmits 
begin  registering at 
2:30  
College
 in January 192'2. 
He 
ty-
p.m.  Registration for the four -week 
eeived his doctorate front Stanfor! 
aossion will be Aug. 2. 
University in 1931. 
Students taking the 
intercession:
 
workshops  register 
in class at the I 








, any until 1950. when he becarot. 
I 
 head of the Natural Science 
I partment, which became the Nai-
----
1.ibrary Open 




 1948-50. while Dr. P. Vic-
tor Peterson was
 setting up the 
first state college in Los Angeles 




named president of L.A. State and 
later became president of Long 
Beach State College. 
The recipients of 
the  first two
 
SYecahrsool a EZhr  
theNl









 her death 
last  
year,



















 associate professor 
of bi-
man from
 Hayward, and 
Evelynlology.







 each will 
!of
 the  scholarship 
committee dur-
receive $200 next year. Both 
are  















an interest in 
biological sci-
of the






 or. science 
educa-



































































































the aim ameluded 












scnolars  and 
students  
who







August, and the regular school 
sessions
 of January and 
June 
Dr. Albert Burke, author,  edu-
cator, 
and  television 
personality.  
will be the commencement speaker.
 
During  the formal exercises.
 




 the degrees will






 dean of 
the college,
 will present the 
entire 





SJS.  Dean Gilbaugh 
will then 
introduce







are presented to be 
reeog-




confer  all the Bac-
calaureate degrees at lam. 
time  




Brown,  dean of the 
Graduate  Division,
 will present 
the 
students who 




























 with the grad-
uate's
 name and 
iaddress  is on file 






 will foe room 
for  guests 
at the Commencement Exercises 
and
 
the  Commencement Commit-
tee is extending invitations to 
families and friends
 to attend the 
!exercises. 




dum  The comnuttee is asking the 




















 wish to attend 
Name Change Set, 

























chantre in one of the 
niajor  


























































































head  of the 
department  of 
niirsing



















; akes a Break 
Today
 a Spartan





 the sitting semester. 
Starting  
Monday,
 June 24, the
 S.1S 
Surnmertimes begins publiratien 








Mond  ay s and 
Wednesdays
 as a five -column, 16 -
inch 






































CHAIRMAN  CARL D. 
DUNCAN
 
... will return to teaching 
1 Ron 
Hot tint. 





member,  has 
vain
 as 












 chapters of the 
 
formed during the Law Enforce- Sigma Delta Chi, national honor-
ment Seminar held on campus ary journalism society. 
SatUrday, according to Bob Schatz. 
newly elected president
 of the 
or-
ganization. 








 meeting in 
The alumni's Police School sec- F"" 
!Hon was 





the Police School and to es 
 ,Idish













other  items 
neecssan
 
the  continued 
growth





Bob Schatz. assis,..,, 






 President Bob Bash. la 





Murray. chic! of police.
 Milpitas 
Financial Director Edward Mc-
Gowan,
 ho, Gatos Police Depart.
 





























 '1% ihing 
t. sigut up 
to 
become 
Big Sisters for the Rig -
Little Sister Party next ..1.1111.11 -
ter 11111 do so in all a ppm% pot 


































 May '28, 
1961  
Music Dept. 
Honors  Concert 
Today 
The 
third  annual 
liunors 










to outstanding students 
and  




students  are 
Camellia Piaxia,  Nancy Daggett, 
James MacDonald, Sharon Gil-
bert, Karen Brandon, Elliott 
Charnow. Jerry Dagg, Katherine 


















show  that 
Americans  are 
on a 
culture  kick. 
Of the 50 million
 Americans 
actively
 participating in amateur 
art activities, 34 million play mu-
sical  instruments, more than twice 
the 
number  of any 
other group 








































Dennis J. Barkley 
4. 








The  winners must pick 
up their prizes of the 
Bookstore by 
June 7th or they will be given 
to the alternate wi   
 
 
The correct number 
of pen caps  in the bowl





















 ON THE 

























































































 a man 





like  to 
comment on Professor
 Birns' as-
sertion that the Campus Voice 
represents
 "a bona -fide effort to 
confront the 
college  audience 
with 
occasional  examples of dis-
tinguished literature
 and com-
ment." The Campus Voice 
is in 




originally coined for 
Westbrook 
Pegler  seems to fit 
them 
nicely;
 they are against 
"everybody and 
most
 things." In 
recent issues they 
have  en-
veighed against among other  
things! Stanford University, 
sexual morality,
 abstract art, 
mathematics,  abort ion laws, 
women's detention houses, chem-
istry (fair game for 
everyone 
these  days), the 
president  of the 
University of Illinois, religion, 
Governor Ross Barnett, depart-
ment heads, college tuition. Gen-
eralissimo 
Fr a nco. narcotics 
laws, etc., etc. The Voice could 
well be indicted
 for indecent ex-
posure 
of thinking and language 
best







"distinguished comment" is about 
that of a man who has just 
smashed his thumb with a ham-
mer: maybe lower, because I 
know  some men who practice 
a certain amount of restraint. 
I am still convinced that the 
journalist has a much higher 





Prof.  of Chemistry 
A Farewell







The dashing young professor 
will not be with 
us
 next year. I 
must
 say good-bye to 
him  for he 
shall be missed. He embodies 
within 
himself
 the general idea
 




 this college and
 
is
 a triumphal vindication of 
what such a 
program can 
produce. This son of Columbia
 
and Oxford has shown 
himself 
to 
be a brilliant exponent of 
ideas  and has 
displayed  a 
re-
markable  sweep of 
culture.  I 
once heard a 
member of the 
Eng-
lish 
department tell me 
that 
this young man knew as much 
about literature as many now 
teaching English. 
Reputedly, his 
knowledge of music, 
art, and 
botany are 
not  far behind. We 
had 
something  of a Goethe in 










San  Jose, California, un-
der the
 
act of March 3, 1879. Mm-
bet 
California  Newspapers Publishers 
Association.
 Published daily by 
Asso-







 year. Subscription 
ac
 
copied only on a 
remainder-of-tem.'.  
ter 













2384. 2385, 2386. Advice.
 
thing 
Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083,
 2084. 
Press 










 Manager KENT VLAUTIN 
Classified 
Ad Mgr.





















Society Editor .... 




















 .. DAVE BLOOM
 
Public Relations Director
 JACK WATTS 
Reporters: 
Manuel  Avila, Ron Bottini, 
Forrest Cassidy.
 Mik Dunne, John 
Gustafson. 
Brenda  James, Ruth 
Johnson, Diane Judg, Torn Kelly, 
Ralph Kress, Cherster Landis, Ron
 
Leinio, Diane





































































 the SD, 









ribed  by 
some









 to hint 
been pre-





































































 Sresenv Creek 
iihd. 
Hours:
 9:30 to 9:30. Mon. !lira  
Fri.  Set., 4:30 to 
5:30  
Let's 






Specializing  cnly 
in 
European



















































































































































































































































































Cal Book will buy any 
text  that is 
in 








cludes texts that will not 




























































































































0,0ad  of 
two
 






























































































































































































































. . . This





 If you're 
inter-
ested in 













Friday  at 
7:00  p.m. 
The  final 
drawing







 June 28. I.:liter now  
and  
your  chances 




bigger  the pizza you
 
buy, 
the  bigger your prize may be.
 
Stop  by today 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































 at the 
root






Column as I 
See  'Em 
It seems 
like only 
yesterday  that 
I drove for the










I recall the 



















 and the 
quad  was quiet 




 but the 
top of the












fascinated  by the size
 and diversity 
of the campus, 




which  contrasted 
so with the 





drove  down 11th Street and




 doors and lawris. 
The heat of the 
day  was just 
leaving, and 
the street had 
the  pleasant smell 




Cool too, were 
the miscellaneous mugs, 
steins,
 glasses and cans 
of beer which were 
being  savored on the 










Washington,  but 
Coors."
 
I didn't realize then how 
familiar  I would become with that 
street, 
and those
 that adjoin it. "San Salvador," 
"East William," 
"East Reed," 
and other unfamiliar names would 
be come as familiar 
as the streets of my home
 town, winding over the 
hills of northern 
Contra 
Costa  County. 
But  more important than the streets 
and buildings were the 
people. 
People  of diverse viewpoints, varied
 appearances, multifari-
ous talent& As a journalist, 
who played folk and rock 'n' roll guitar 
on the side, I was fortunate
 to make friends on the right,
 the left, 
and among
 Greeks, Independents, musicians, and even
 (when I 
bought my 




Jose, possibly through no fault 
of
 its own, planted deep 
within me a belief in humanity, a love
 of people, and a conviction 
that labels ,..nd superficial 
appearances  mean little. 
It has been a valuable 




















It's been great. 
And now  the end
 has come. Thanks 
goes out 





newest  pinning on my type-
writer. 
Being society editor 
has been a rewarding experience. But it 
couldn't have been so much fun without 
the help of a fine, aspiring 
journalist and
 our feature editor, George
 Martin.
 He has 
given me 
much inspiration
 and I will miss having
 him by my side when I 
enter 
the  cruel world this summer. 
ENGAGEMENTS
 
Jean Lucchesi, senior marketing major from 
San  Jose, to Don 
Booher, Sigma Phi Epsilon, graduate student presently serving as 
a lieutenant in the USAF. A July 20 wedding is planned. 
Marilyn Symonds, 
graduate student in business management
 
at San Fernando State, 
from  Northridge, to Jim 
Barnett,  Sigma 
Chi,
 
senior  business management 
major  from 
Sherman
 Oaks. Sept. 
7 will be their wedding day. 
Laurinda Reay, Alpha
 Omicron Pi, freshman art
 major from 
Laguna
 Beach, to Ralph Hadsell,
 presently at Fort Ord, 
from  
Laguna Beach. A late fall 
wedding





 major from 
Bakersfield,
 to 'rurney Powers,
 Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
 senior mar-
keting  major from 
Oxnard.  A winter 
wedding
 is being planned.
 
Barbara  Larrouy, 
freshman
 penology major









wedding  will be held in 









Alpha  Tau Omega, 














 to Rod 











seniors  were 




























 affair of 
the spring 
calendar  for 




























































































































































































































Big Ben, _local hamburger 
stand on E. 
William between 
10th and 11th Streets, will soon 
change both its management
 and 
name
 and become "The Chang-
ing Scene." 
The 








 The type of 
entertainment will change
 week-
ly as will 
the atmosphere 
pro-








begin business in two
 weeks. No 
definite 
schedule  of entertain-
ment has been 







singing  and 
hootenannies.  
Admission to the 
evening's 
entertainment




backdrop to the stage
 will be 
changed to tie 
into the theme. 
The other evening's 
will be de-
voted 
to auditions and 
other  
types  of 
entertainment.  




drop their name 
and 
address at Big 
Ben or call the 











car in New 
Hampshire 














That's  the 
Eng-
lish 
translation  of 
the  Latin 
word
 

































































  Tuesday, May 28. 
1963  













School  in Los Altos. Receipts 
will pay




for the schooL  










morrow night at 8:15 p.m. in 
Foothill  College Theater. The 
group,
 
made up of Mike 
Seeger,  
John
 Cohen, and Tracy Schwarz, 
specializes in old timey music, 
the 
early "commercialised folk 
music" of 
the  1920's. 
The concert is a benefit far 
SPEED 
AKRON, Ohio tUPDIn test-
































































r vrioN . 
. AND BE 





































  June, 





























SUNINIER  BASIS. 
2.
 $1,000 SCHOLARSHIP
 ON WEEKLY 
BASIS.  
3. BUSINESS
























Complete  information on 
how to qualify can be 
obtained by 
calling Mr. 
Hirsch,  the student personnel
 manager, in San Jose, 
at 297-6680, 
for a personal 




















your  patronage 
during  this past 
year. and we 
hope 
to still






























"PAL  JOEY" 
"FROM

























 ST.  AA 
7-5190
 












































 in and 
select  the style you 
preler. 
in 






1.1 v; 1,1 1,1 et. .1r- oil,(10/ 
COLLEGIATE  SHOP 










































missile designer may 
be making 
a 





 this summer. 
Or he may have
 been here last 
year. tor 5.15 has become
 the 
testing site for
 an attempt to turn 
intelligent and capable, but un-
interested  and unmotivated, high 
school sophomore
 buys into pros-
pective engineers and scientists. 
These 
Summer  Seminars, 
result  
of a "meeting of the minds" 
be-
tween Luck heed Missiles and 
Space Co. and 
&IS Engineering 
Division officials, began last sum-
mer











































   
Cheeseburger  










































a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday 
11:00 a.m. 
to
 1:00 a.m. 
to 
the techtuor., 







 through  
bet Gres, 
demon-





















































































































































year  there 







 sent the 
20 boys' 
who took









with  15 of them 
planning
 to major











improved  their 
grades and we 



















 in the 
Latter
 Day 
Saints  I 
Plan
 

























































































 for the 
program  
only. 






Edwast  W. I'll 'rile head 









for  study with an 
insurance
 
firm in Texas beginning June 17.
 
Dr. Clements won the 
scholar-











 . . 
10c 
With  each 
order  of 
hamburger 


































































































































reports  are 
not of-
ficial.
 If an 
official  
transcript  is 
needed,
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Grounds super\ :  









































foe  :Pi 
stitch  they





































Civic Center  
1 mile East 
on






























































































































































































































































































business  and 
industrial
 place-



















fur  at 
least
 :Mu. 
years.  A 








































 Mexico, in 
July
 and August. 
Dr. White,  whose name appears 
in "Who's Who in 
America,"  will 
- teach
 both 





























 will take place and





4, 9 a.m. to 3:30
 pin 






 of the 
Wornen'..,.  Gym 
' 
Those  eligible to 
pre register in 
--  - 
colorful  

























 of I 
the 
people."  
lluring his stay. 
in
 Mexico. Dr 
White  will travel 
throughout  the 
country. Among
 the cities he 
will  
%isit  will be 
Guanajato,
 Just north 
of 
booming
 Mexico City. He de-
scribes
 
the quiet town as "a very, 
I 
The exams
 will be 
given in 
the   
flailing  place   














































fourth  teaching experience at the
 
ting and en toys a mild and delight.- 
The foreign



















re-  impression of the land "south of ! 
through the 
initiative  of several 
moved
 from the
 foreign sets its. of- 
the border,"
 Dr. White Kaki,










 Rae!. Dr 











The school was established to 




 student, and teaehers de-
-icing
 to study in a 
Spanish-Amer-
ican 




to provide a variety
 
.;malt -se
 work in 
Spanish for 
per -





At the end of the summer of 
1955, the program 




 of Arizona and 
is now  a 
University of 












































































































 Ticket. This is not a Gintic 
or a 
two for
 one partial  payment type program.
 Each
 ticket is a 
complete admission. 
The purchase price of the I  k. containing all 82 Validated 
Tickets. i 3.50. 
LISTED
 BELOW ARE THE ACTIVITIES,
 THE










Tickets  S: 
7.00
 








G 0 1 F





Nine Hole, Eighteen Hole Practice Ranges,
 









RESORTS   
Coyote 
Lake, 
Searsville Lake, Uvas 
Meadows 
R 
() D E 
Salinas
  July 18, 




  July 5 
YMCA   
YWCA   
AMUSEMENT






THEATRES   
Comedia,  
Menlo  
Players,  Fremont 






































1 I '1' 



















0 0 T B A I, I,












































































 1 Ticket S 3011 
SWIMMING







































































































































































































 Blue Devils 
Grab 


















 Blue Devils, San Jose State's
 











ornpetition at the 
annual San Jose 
Fireman's Day Rodeo Parade Sat-
urday afternoon.
 
Spring '63 leadership of the group 
hy Cadet Staff Sgt. Murray Day
 
came to  an end on this victorious 
Plans are under
 way for a sum-
mer drill 
team
 to be commanded hv . 
Cadet
 Staff Sgt. Stephen 
Savage. 
The team hopes to 
compete at the I 
dedication
 of the 
Port  of 
Sacra-
mento July 19 










































































































































































ti ents and their person
 
nel. most
 hy title. 
Plus 
it gives saluahle 






job. Only S2.31 per 
iopy.









P. 0. Bo, 
19.1 
San \later). California 
FIRST AT SAN 
CARLOS 
FREE 

























































blue  on white. 
POLING 





 UNTIL 9! 
7 
II-SPARTAN DAILY 







Rs DAN MeLEAN 









as the San 
Jose
 
State  nine posted a 
15-21  record 
tluring the 1963 
season.
 




on the club, 8-6. and 
posted 
n outsta.xling






Sacramento  State. 

















shutouts.  4. 
Bill Dawson 
followed  Visher, 
with a 4-4 record and a 2.94 ERA. 
Other pitchers of record included 











































































halfway through the season.
 batted 
.364.  Ilc 













more at -bats, included Carl 
l'Istitr, 
.312





1.1m:lentuan, .263 and Rick Bus-
(laid, .256. 
In all, nine hatters hit 
over
 .300. 
Krenzin and Denny McDaid, each 
with only four at -bats. hit .500.! 
Others were Gary Gresham, .389; 
Bloodgood. McCowan. .357; 
Fisher.  




Fisher led the team in hits, 27; 
ioniC runs. 5: runs hatted
 in.
 21; 
Ninth Annual Rodeo 
Intramural 


















to r.) Jim Niven, DeWayne Holman. 
Dave 
Means, Jim Johnson, rm Palmer,
 Don 

















slow -pitch softball 
crown,  margin over
 
Alpha  Tau Omega in 
won the 
ill -college sports parti- the closest 
contest ever at San 
Jose 
State. 









wound  up with 1.503 
points. 
.TO had 1.488. If DU hadn't won 
the softball 
crown.  the two
 would 
have tied for first. 
Dick Stewart, intramural sports 
manager of the year, was one of 
the big reasons for the DT: vic-
tory.
 Because of Stewart's fine 
contact
 with the 
intramural  
office. 
DU forfeited the least of any or-
ganization.  
Following
 DU and 
ATO 
in the 








GREETING CARD SHOP 
Thank





Hope to ..ee 
Non  
t w z next fall 
 






 Phone 292-5502 
(;i-f.thlating  Seniors:
 





















































 ivy ',in 
.14e
-e 





















fraternity division were Phi sig-
ma Kappa, 
1.441);
 Sigma Alpha 










15412 ; Lambda  ('hl  Alpha. 
610;
 
Sigma N11. 530; 
Delta iittlina Phi. 
449: Sigma Pi, 449: Omega Ptat 
Phi, 94; and Sigma 
Alpha  Mu, 
12. 
The top teams in the independent
 
division
 inc I ud ed the 
Cal -Ha-





ROTC. 494; Moulder Hall,  442; 
Hi
 House, 393: Markham Hall, 
.363; and Kappa Pi, 3603z. 
'I 
felt  this was a 
highly  suc-
cessful iear.' 
said Dan Unruh. 
intramural director.  "Part
 of this 









houses on campus." 


















The Wild West returned to 
San 
Jose last weekend 








the ninth annual 
Firemen's 




















I three-day event 















was  the 











Booger  added 
a dif-
ferent twist










by a young girl to 
 'tow 














 he started 
twisting
 and 











owner  calmly 
walked






























The leader tied 









horse  with the 
other end.
 After two different
 
horses
 wouldn't go 
near the rope, 




 is not a regu-
lar
 rodeo event because the 
black 
Angus  cows used are 
so expensive. 
Only three 
cowboys  managed 
to 
get enough
 milk to pour and 
to 
qualify
 for sewing. 









 participated. Dirk 
raced 
their quarter
 horses  
around three
 barrels and then 
down 
to





$13,725  in prize 
money 


































 ' 2782.  
Spartan Bookstore .1 

























 Wanted: N.Y. Lea, 









 June 15 
1-er 5. Ciro.
 
Warted rI-le to Midwest
 
 

































 9r ' 





Ford.  t 












.." Jos -9. 
OUSINESS SERVICES (11)  
Paul Scold,
 
State  Farm Insurance.
 Ai...-
Life 
Fire.  Bus, 




 with a 















 Phone 248 
2420.  Chet 





, nn auto 
insurannr  
clean record. 13,- 
:1 students. 




Incur  in  
---






























   srp 
if 
abc,    
  ,1913. WO, 
-grouter, 
e 







scholarshios  - 
'35 
Chevy
 cp. `o. n brakes, tires.
 
clutch.
 from $100 to 
$600.
 If you hewn 
= /kW 













277.4661  after 
Few 
Public 
Relations r  

























- -   
59
 


















 6 ori. 
t/h 














































lilt,t  wit 
erni 
' 





   3/ 
eno
 - 1, ..der 
prniorar,  ,  
Ma-,  
753-2224












$17  SO. 





Share  (let 
./rnnture  


















;sc. both $750. 1958 dents newly  built,





-wee.  Neer Sears. 
$105. 444 Page. 
294.6103, after





















students,  tit. peke. No 
etn1 Of 













needed - turn. sees. Over 
293.8324,
 476 So. 7t6,  Elaine, 
SUMMER



















































 $55 mo. 731
 So. 3rd 
DnIutte 
2 
bedroom  apts. Furn,
 unfurn..
 
































A,.  tor Maggie 
;  





1 o 2 
r,I.
 
rrnmtt.  ,I,nre 2.bdrm 










r!narenre  of 
men's clothing. 
Sal 





 in erchange 
for 
".'d .esh 
- Bring Gem to 
Spartan 
Webcor port,
 tape recorder. 7200 ft. 
 it!, St tttl S. leh St. No. 2. 
For 
Sal. 



































Ltd.,  90 Se. 40i 51., 
announces
 
n me" o 
C9isafied
 50, on regular In, 
nods,  - 000 only $1.50,
 regular 95.50. 
C.-.05% 0 
VO
























captured  in this gift -of -gifts ... 
It holds all the brightness 
of her 
future- Our choice is varied and 
as 
lovely  as the
 graduate who 
will  



















.11I Parking Lut I,, 
bars S ululated 
STORE
 FOR MEN 








 THE GIFT 


































ine-t  f 
dirks . . 
. 
May  We 
4101..  
%MI 






















































































































































 in, we'll put your 
engine
 














(just acros from the library) 
San 

























coach  Jetty 
Vroom 
, labels























san  Jim*. State,
 with+ has 




a ill carry a 
11-2-2 dual 
meet 
record  and two
 big tourna-
ment aim. 
into the NCAA 
%Ion

































 IS EASY 
ON











































































Has One More 
Major  
Bend 
















































Lee  Walton's 
!et against a 




















either  Harry Taylor 
this
 










in ten varied 
events.  











Andrakin are playing 36 holes this 
week, 18 each at 
Almaden and 
San Jose 
Country  Club, to decide 







 slightly higher than last 
year's, as eight of 
13 dual 
matches and boo days of the 
Western  intercollegiate., aere 
played in rain. 
Lotz led all SJS golfers with a 
71.05 average, followed by James' 
73.6. Krantz' 74.68,
 Plato's 74.94, 
jAndrakin's 76.0, Taylor's 76.2, Bill 
lAragona's 76.6, and Don Calandri's 
j 79.7.
 
The Spartans best team effort 
came in a 23-4 win over Arizona 
State, 
where they were thtee-
!under 
par.  
Best 18 hole scores we're a 64 
by
 Lots and tr/s
 Ie 
lanICP1 and 
, Krantz. 11:11111.% also had the low-
est nine hole 
card,  with a five-































































































































































































































In addition to 
tying  Monteees 
for first








































































































Winter's  -fighlingest 
team ever" and June 
nth's  opening 
of the 
NCAA












8 at Stanford,' 
Winter  will make his last attempt 10 








 and Jim 
flroot-
Ittiff are among those 5.15 track
-
!der.
 a IIU'll IlaVit to chop a few 
seconds 
tell their hest times
 this 
year  in order to 
make  the 
NCAAs. 
Winter 
sees  this possibility for 
the same reasons which 
sparked 
the locals through an undefeated
 
dual meet season 
, 
"San
 Jose State 
must
 be rated 
among 
the top three
 dual meet 
teams




 "We've come 
a long way 
for a 









for  the NCAA 
meet.
 But, these 
men  are fight-
ers, and will 





 in the 440
 
at Modesto with 
a 47.6 and when 
Dwight  Middleton 
missed the team 
bus and 
Ls -Fall  took his 
place on 
the 





Groothoff  have sur-
passed NCAA 880 
standards. but 
these marks













 In a recent
 prac-
tice. Winter will 
cheek  with 
Track 
& Field News to see 
if 
fhiriale's







9,6  times in 
the 
100,




 Mti.phy, Jett 







Middleton have already 
been accepted 
lot. the NCAA meet.
 
Tucker




t4400  will run 




























From GO U ycur dreams some our 
..edd;ng  fashions, romantic end 
loaely,  
make yea as b.taitiftil as only you 
re June
 bride,  can he. You ve 
...ter seer hridal gowns 






















































































Graduating Scalars . . . 
(KaiIr.
 Lelaud I:os. 








101111 Mount Ilitarrs 
Robert Icriuci 
Murph)  
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 I t 
urtnii 
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fr i 
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NETTE IMF V. 7+ 
VS 
HUN 
h THY 1.Y1F.: 
ItE.1 
TY














PIM, 1 MOS 





































ION. ft INAI,1 I. 
BILL  It ITT 
RI. 
/I
 If 51 till IN 
firtlf 
P I 
111  IN 
THE
 HIV/111En















BROTHERS   
Jim 
Bill Biielioll 

















11.1'1 1 X 
II 5110  
IN








































































TO OUR GRADUATIS)  
FROM 
Kappa 

















































































BROTHERS  OF 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 






























































































































































(qou  did us 
PROUD!
 




































































































































































































































































 occasions.  
One 
SJS  
















































professor decided to dis-
cover
 















He asked. -What 












Need To Get Advice 











































































































































said this is true 
because there are 
two  types of 
consumers.  
One group buys 
food
 to satisfy: 
biological needs and nourish theirl 
 
SOME
 students, who have 
failed 
















 at the 
English  Lan-




The  teacher 







your  hobby?" 
Junko-San's





the file of 
stock  English 
phrases 
insecurely  
stored in her 
pretty  head. Then 
she 
smiled  the 




 who found 
the  right one: 
"Oh, 
not that, sir," 
she said 
winningly.
 "I think you 
are  very 
nice but






 the old 
phrase  
book
 and tape 





will have the right
 an-
swer  in time 








Co. can be 
depended on for 
that. 
trying  to Cram 
a few quick
 phrases 
before  going 
abroad, 
and  a more 
detailed 
course tor 
Japanese  who 






is also a 
school  for 
teaching 
tavern  hostesses
 how to 
charm 
European 








are  such stock 
ones as
"Where 
are  you 
from?"  and 














counter  this 
gambit,
 the girl 
memorizes  the 
reply: 
'Thank





teachers  who 
dreamed
 up 
the  course realize, 
however,  that 
the suitor might 




families and the other buys
 food I test, will stoop to this method , 
With an eye to 
popularizing its 
So the girls
 learn to chant: 
"I'm  
because it may represent a status ' next week, often without realiz-
symbol or enhance their self
-es-  ing what may happen to them 
tape 
recorders,





be busy all week." 
up 
a school of 
specialized  English
 There seems




teem.  They lake the physical attri- if caught. Cheating's definitely 
conversation
 in Tokyo.
 There are the
 curriculum 





 wants to learn
 to say "Yes." 
i 
f" ' 'PI F:treteners
 may 
that French 




 the popularity 
,4 advice to 
the lovelorn
 columns 
a newspapers and magazines here 
'news 
the French hay,- their 
sham
 













































































































































































































































































































































is used to dis-
pose of much of the burnable
 lc 
terial collected
 from the 
wasu - 
baskets and trash cam; that 
IT - 









campus  material,  
Ii I 




 for the bulk of 
the 
work,  especially the 
garden clip-
pings and 






The  furnace 
air V. :  
and billows
 are operated 
and co. 













books.  There 
are 
chains  and 
cables,  knobs 



















dust  pans. 
scrapers  and 





















































































































































































































 May 28. 1963 zlP ART VS 
IMAILYit  
Midnight 
























are  beginning 
to wan-
der around campus in a da2... 
chatting about their 
coming finals. 
wondering if they will make
 it 







 this is their last 
final  
schedule. 




as college students and
pursue the 
careers that they have 
been striv:ng to attain throughout 
their 
college  careers. For others 
final week 
will just be one 
less 
they will 
have  to worry about 
when it is over. 
Finals mean 
muen to many. P 
may mean 
the  four point that this 
have been studying 
so hard foi 
it may 
be





they need and 
want:  or. it may 
mean graduation 
this  June 
insteao  
of waiting 
until  next 
s e m e s t e r . T h e
 
results of finals is import an 
to the student, but the end resit!, 
can
 only he as good a.s the mean' 
Within the 
next couple 
of week  
arid 





students will prepare for
 their 
studies.  Lights will be burnine 
until the late hours of the nigh: 
and some will glow until the breat. 
of dawn. The library will becort, 
jammed with students seeking the 
quiet atmosphere 
within  its wall, 
for their studies. 
And after 
finals
 are over? Some 
students will 
gleam with pride 
feeling
 that they have done Wi.  
on their exams. Others may 


















of the semester the 
majority 
of
 the students 
will pack 
off to (heir homes
 for a summer 
rest and employment. 
For others, 
it sill be back to school: summer 












 superintendent of 
schools at nearby 
Webster Groves, 












Mon ncl Thurs. 
Sunnis.,
























Our  new shop 
Come 
in


























































two for as 
little as 
$80  a 
month." 
SPA  
R TA IV 
414 E. 




































 Luke M. 
Cording  MS.. 
Donald
 Milo Curtis
 MS., Jerry 
L. 
Jarvis 
MS.,  Donald 
Eugene  
Knight M.S.,




 John Drew Minch M.S.. 
Gordon D. Morrison M.S., Donn 
Douglas Stevens M.S., 
John  Wes-




Kay Asher aft M.A., Duane 
E. Baldwin M.A. Lewis Raymond 
Camillucci M.A.. 
Sally  Ann Gra-
ham M.A.. Samia Yacoub Sa'our 












Bell  M.A., 




Grace  M. Cox 
M.A., Hallie 
Dale  Darst 
M.A.,  Edna 
Lindsay 
Dyson M.A.,
 Lillian H. 
Huffman
 
M.A.,  Norma 
Louise















M.A.,  Myrtle 
M. Boncher 
M.A.,  Charles J. 
Down-
ing 
MA., Milton R. 
Herzog MA.. 
Thais Kiyoka
 Kiski MA., 
Edward  
G. McMurphy 
M.A.,  Donald 
Roger  
Price M.A.,
 Clinton L. 









Charles  S. 
Bowles M.A.,
 Robert Eugene 
Bow-
lin  
M.A., Kenneth C. 
Brinks  M.A., 
William E. 
Bruey  MA., John Jo-








Ralph B. Erb Sr. 
M.A., Earl Eugene
 Hammer M.A., 
Leamon  Everett 
Hanson









57 7 p.m. 
 All Beef Burgers 
 Chips 











 F. '4anta (:lara. San  Jose
 






























Michael  P. 












MA..  Melvin 
R. Stein M.A.,
 James 





























 H. Fudge 














































 Jr. M. 
S..  Richard 
Paul  Rufer 
MS.,
 Dan-
iel A. Ruskin 
M.S., Robert
 Nobuy-
uki  Sato 

























































































Stanley  A. 
Shell 
Jr MA., 

















James  Sid -
well Hall 
M.A., 
Shirley  Estes 
Kress 






















Levitin  M.S., 


















































 steak at a 
low price  wonderful  for 
students. The 






green salad with dressing and 
your choice of 
either 




try our daily special, 
































































Ronald  J. 




















Marilyn  E. 
Marl' 
































M.A..  Irvin 






















































 J. Hughes M.A., 
R.




































James  Warren 
Anderson  B.S., 
Peter  Christian 
Aye B.S., 
Edwin  























Richard  David 
Dalke  B.S., 
Jack
 F. Dollard B.S., 
Jesse
 Roger Drake
 BS. Paul 
Ed-
ward




Lynn  M. Freed 
B.S., Stansfield 
Fries Jr. B.S.. 
Judith 
Ann  Huddleston 
B.S.,  Roy ' 
J. Kirk B.S., Tazewell
 Riley Lath-
am Jr. B.S., 





 McKeown B.S., 
Dennis H. 
Melody  B.S., John Har-
vey Mason
 B.S., Richard T. 
Miyake  
I3.S., John Francis 
Mulligan  III, 
H.S., Henry Jackman Neal B.S., 
William  Dorrance 
Pimentel  B.S., 
Kenneth  Raymond
 Powelson B.S., 
Leon Dale Schmid', 
B.S.,  William 
:;T)encier Schwarz B.S. 




B.S.,  Warren Hamp-
ton 
Spruill  
RS.,  Donald Eugene 
, Staal
 BS., Gerald 
Michael  Starek 
Fi.S., itCharlotte
 Ann Stengele, B. 
S., 
Jack  Richard St 
illens B.S.. 





Tortoriei  B.S.. 
Thayne Lyle Waldron
 B.S., t /Molly 
Matheison
 Wool B.S., 
Fuel Grant 
Wyatt Jr.























Marie Carty B.A., ttLa-
na Jean Coats 
B.A. *Roger L. 
Cumming 
RA..
 Robert James 
EA-
peranza
 B.A., §tJoyce 
Lillian Es-
terline





















 Jurivich B.A. 



















 Jeanine  Periat B.A., Linda 
Leo  Lenheart 
Dicier J1. M.A., 
Delmonaco  Ross 
B.A.,  Robert 











 BA., *Jessie 
Marie  Vrba 





John Marshall Adams B.S., War-
ren Earle Allan B.S., §Thomas E. 
Aiken B.S., Gary Clark 
Allison, 
B.S.. 
James T. Ammons B.S., 
David John Amor oso B.S., James 
Owen  Anderson B.S., Lowell Irv-
ing Anderson B.S., Stephen Charles 















Robert Paul Baker B.S., William 
!Pond Baker
 B.S., Grayden A. 
Barker Jr. B.S., 
George  Gregory 
Barnes B.S., PRichard David Ben-
stead B.S. Michael Nelson Binn 
B.S., Ronald
 Gene Birchard B.S., 
ttDonald Victor Black B.S., Don-
ald Edwin Brand B.S. 
John Daniel Bretz B.S., Edward 
Lee Briggs Jr. B.S., Steve James 
Brown B.S., Jeffrey 
Burke  Bryant 
B.S., Richard E. 
Buehler  B.S., 




Daniel  Gary 
Carroll B.S., tEdward Allen Car-
win B.S., Vincent Duane Casper 
B.S. 
C. Dennis Chambers B.S., Pa-
tricia Louise .'lark B.S., 
Robert 
Francis Clevenger B.S., Gary Allen 
Compass() B.S., Richard
 Allen 
Costa B.S., Errol Cowan B.S., 
Gill 
Edward Cyester B.S., Orlando Jo-
seph D'Alessio B.S., John H. De-









 Robert Enright B.S., 
John  
Elden Evenson B.S., Wade A. Fos-







rence N. Gebelein B.S., Roy 
Wayne
 
Gilkey B.S., Buddy C. Goad B.S., 
Owen Alan Grande
 B.S. 
Paul Dwyer Grennan B.S., Rob-
ert E. Gwinn B.S., John 
Joseph  
Haggerty B.S., 
Leonard  Dellwin 
Hall B.S., Ronald
 Lee Hall B.S., 
Stephen 
Albert  Heimke B.S., 
Gary  
Harold 
Hendriks B.S., Donovan D. 
Henning B.S., t Gerald Eugene 
Hodnefield B.S., James Dennis
 
Huston B.S. 




 B.S., Sam Wil-
liam
 




 Warren Jones 
B.S., Leland





Klemm  B.S., 
Thomas  L. 
Kneeshaw












































The Occasion of Finals 
(We 
also provide wreaths) 
5loweri  ty ko3e 
ratrie 
367 E. 






































































































































































































































































Dinner Steak   
Roast Pork
   99c 
Steak 
Sandwich   
99c 
Ground 





























Roast Beef   
99, 
Spaghetti  with 
Meat 
















































. . . 
WE 

























































































































space  availaEle 

















































































































































































































































- Miss Pat 
Lis
 Porter Ltd. 
455 E. WILLIAM * near 10th Street 
Op'..
 Thurs. N.. CY 4.7629 
.. 
Otte 'Say cereice 






















































































































































































































































dining  you 
will  
want
































































































































































































B.S., Susan Harriet 
Sims B.S.







IGeolgia  B. Green 
B.E., 






* Janis Harriet 












Joyce Aegerter B.A., 
tDiana Lee Engleman Aldrich 
B.A., 
Minda  Ann Alsop RA., 
*Nancy Jean Alter B.A., *Evelyn 
Louise
 
At -3' BE., *Raymond Theo-
do e Azevedo B.A., *Margaret Sus-
an Baer 
RA., **Barbara Anne 
Bainbridge B.A., **Barbara Ann 
Barnard B.A. 
*Patricia Anne Travis Beadle 
B.A., *Patricia Souza Bedell B.A., 
'Judith  Rae Bender B.A., *Kath-
leen Frances Benson B.A., *Carroll 




*Frances  Ann Bil-
led B.A., *Naomi Pomeroy Bivins 
BE., 
*Nancy
 Ellen Blake B.A., 
*Sherrill Ann Bloom BA. 
*Dorothy Jeanne 
Boatwright  B. 
S., *Jean Valerie Boccignone
 B.A., 
*Sharon  
Zelanne  Boswell RA., 
*Fred Dennis
 Brooks RA., 
*Bar-
bara Elizabeth
 Brustrom BA.. 
*Robert
 Earl 












 Casazza B.A., 
*Rosemary  Castanon 






Chase  B.A., 















































































































Kathy Hattori RA., *Gretchen 
Diane 




 Hays B.A., 'Linda 
Alene 
Heino RA., *Mary Harlene Heller 
RA., *Francis John 





Henrie  RA., 
*Beth  
Margaret Hepburn  B.A., 'Maly 
Patricia Higgins HA., ttEvelyne 
Marie Hinds B.A., Carolee D. Al-
bin Hoelter 
RA.,  *Mary Jean Hop-
kins B.A., *Charlotte May 
Howard
 
BE., '*May Eng Hu BA., t§Di-
ane 
Marilyn
 Hukari BA., *Mtir. - 
ann Katherine Imwalle BA. 
*Georgia Lou Jacobsen B.A.. 
*Herva Elliott 'robe BA., *Colette 
Charlotte Johanson 
B.A., *Bonnie 





sen BA., 'Arlene Ruth Jung 
B.A., 
**Mitsuko 
Kamigaki  BA., 
*Carol  
Tazuko Kawada 
RA., *Doris Ann 
Kayajanian  B.A. 




Kickharn BA., *Susan 
L. King B.A., *Margaret 
Jacquel-
ine Kinsey B.A.,
 *Suzanne Kirk 
B.A.,
 *Patsy Jean 
Koch B.A.. 
' Marilynn Yoshiko Kubota
 B.A., 
* Diane C. Langston
 B.A., *Andrea 
Lynne 





































McElroy  B.A., 
*Susan 
Stephanie 






























































































































































































































































































































































Radavero  B.A., 
'Lynette  Ann 
Reg-
gio 



















Balbara Louise Rooker 
B.A., 
*Beth Rosener BA., 
'Barbara  Ann 
Routen B.A., 
tPhyllis  Darlene 
Russell B.A., *Mary Katherine 
Ryan B.A., 'Joyce Nanoe Sadayasu 
B.A., D. Charlene Samuels B.A 
*Mina Elizabeth Sanger B.A. 
*Andree Marie Sauve, B.A.,  
'Mary
 
Louise  Schneider B.A. 
*Carolyn K. Schricker B.A 
*Ann Kathryn Schriever 
BA,
 
*Virginia Ethel Schwartz B.A.. 
* Marilyn Elaine Schwobeda B.A 
§Sarita Irene Sechrest B.A. 
 t§Carolyn Rita Selvig B.A., *Jac-
queline F. Server
 B.A., 'Patricia 
Helen Sharp B.A., *Marilyn Ann 
Simoni










*Jeanne Carolyn Snyder B.A., 
Launa Lea Soske RA., 
Sanda  
Kay 












MAJOR OIL CO. GASOLINE 
PURITAN OIL 
CO. 





BA, *Joan Emily, B.A.,  'Ellen
 Mary Vager 
Spoottei
 B.A., 
11  iharol Ann 
'Sylvia 
Florence 
Van  Noort 
Stevens 














Kathryn Teie BE., IGertrude 
I. 
Thomas B.A., 'Kyle Ann Thomas 




 Ann Thompson B. 
A., *Mary














Toscano  B.A 
'Ross Tomiye
















































and  a 









 have dif--!e- with 
us 








































2. Royal Hawaiian 












at the "New Sea 
Shore Hofer 
5 OAHU HO 





 hot meals in flight. 
7. Kodak





rooms  and apartments. 
9. Gala Aloha Get 






























































































































































Theresia  Reed 
Anlauf



























Willis  RE 
.  Bar- 




























































































, Ai'-  
I ' 






















 Brown B.S., 
Kenneth Lane 
Buck  B.S., 
Harold  K. Cole 
B.S.. 
Harry 




Ganassin  B.S., 

























calling  vs) 
We store, crate, or ship anything 
anywhere.  
Arrange for 
inexpensive end of term pick-up and 
delivery
 service now 
by
 calling us today.
 
Bekins World 















































































































































Ann Marie Forchini B.A 
Porter
 George 
B.E.,   
tcorine
 





















 K Lower 





Nomura  B.S., 








B.A., *Joyce Anita 
Gueffroy 
B.A. 






Hawk  B.A., *Shirley 
Annette
















With Great Distinction 




Matsue Kakinami RA. 
, 




 Lambert B.A., 
"De-
anna
 Mai le Lawrence 
BA., *Alice 
Elizabeth Layn B.A.. 
*Janet Marie 
Loscito B.A.. 'Frances Louie B.A.. 
*Dana Lee Lozano BA., *Judith 
Marie Todd Lyon BA.. *Mru'llyn 
M. 
Metz
 BA., *Barbara Ann 
Thomas Mooney BA. 






 'Janet Loretta O'Gara B.A., 





Lynn Riggio B.A., **INaney Mar-
garet Rourke B.A., 
*Barbara  Ann 
Rude B.A., 
*Barbara  Jo Schauer 




 Starr B.A., *Shar-










*Jeanne Annette Cavallini RA., 
' Joanne Eleanor 
DeWitt  B.A., 
'Patricia 




 'Mildred L. 
Roach Sapp 
B.A.. 'Jane E. Sink 
B.A., 
*Evelyn













Finals  * 
MONDAY
 
Jery Snyder and the Beci-rcz.n Boys 
TUESDAY: 
hilly Starr and the Gashouse All.Sters 
WEDNESDAY: 
Dence














 6 SUNDAY: 
Billy Starr,
 and the Geshous All
-Stars 
 A  
CHICAGO
 STYLE PIZZA AND
 REFRESHMENTS! 






7 11 t 
11't  111'./ 
WiWt 



















yrtio'll  Alf 00 
































































RS.,  Dale Arthur 
Tobias  B.S., 
Lorin  Ray Wilson 
B 





.1rir S. G. des 
Azevedri U.S.. 





 .. anytime 
 35c a line
















115 W. Santo Claire







Lee Brian Andrews B.S., 
ttErnest  
Sherwood  Astin III 




Chattha  B.S. ttEdward 
W. Crane 
U.S., Roger Lynn Deal 
B.S., Robert 
Mills Doxey















 Hong B.S., 
Daryl 





 Hughes U.S.. 
ttClifford  
Edward Jansen B.S. 
Hatsua Kanazawa U.S., 
Hiroshi 
Kawakami U.S.,
 Roy Torao Koba-
yashi U.S., 
Robert  Martin 
Kochis 
U.S., Kyriakos 










rourin B.S., Dell Roy 
Malstrom  
B.S., t§William 




1James  Marvin Metz U.S.,
 Richard 






















































Woo  U.S., *Paul 
Francis Yaggy 
B.S., Peter





 Banks U.S., Bah -
man












GREEN  FEES 







































































































































































































































































































































































Mtiy B.S.,  




















































































































































































































































San Jet* 12, 
Calif  
Boston 
25,  Mass. 
"one of 



































































































































Wanda  Jam 
Hand 
B.A..  h,: 
kandani












B.A..  Dennis 

















Ruth  Granzow 




























Conry B.A.. Sandra Patricia Com 
gan  B.A.. Patricia Ann Dempsey 
B.A. 









old Lee FarM B.A., Dana Doer,
 
Fenton 
B.A., Judd William 
Full:,
 
 B.A.. Robert Berry Griffin 13 1 
Itcarol
 





























Vaden  B.A.. 














RA.,  Lila L. 
linda Margaret
















ler Mathison B.A., Paul Stewart 
FOREIGN
 LANGUAGES 





B.A.,  Isin: 
BA Larry
 LeRoy Petersen 13 A 
bel 
D.











Poznoff  13.A.. Al -
13.A., David 
Lincoln Dunbar B.A.,  
Ian Douglas Pratt 13.A., Benjamin
 
Alexandrina Minerva Espinoza 
Sterling Price Ill B.A.. Thomas 
B.A., 







 Harrison Fuller B.A., Ken -
Bausch Jr. B.A., Joseph De a n 
neth 
Gordon  Habecker 
B.A.,  tJo- 
Richert B.A.. Dirint Robertson 
anne 
Elizabeth




Ann  Scheller 
B.A.,  How-
§tElsie Kent 
B.A.,  Eva Eliza- 
ard Cathey Slagle B.A. 
heth McCoy B.A., Kathy Sue 
Joseph
 David Souza B.A., 
Cas-
Matthews
 B.A., Jules George Phi- 
sandra Angela 'Pilsen B.A.. Helen 




 B.A.. :Waren Wins -
RA..  Ingrid Strong 
RA., Helen 
















Depart inenta/ Honors 
Vith Distinction 















































James  Emmitt 
Solander
 B 


























 t Mary 
Lou 
Needham
 Thomas Nelson Truax It .A Wil-
I 




















































































































































B.A.,  t *t Mary








I: A . Itnhert 
Eugene 








































Jr.  B.A.. 
William  
folzwarth







 Thomas Mullen 
\
 
It  William 
'Liggett 



























Lanny Joseph Dragon 
B.A.,  
Ron. 
r Richard Kenneth 
Aninn
 B.A. 
ski Gerald Fick B.A., Dennis  
Wayne Hurst
 B.A., Sandra Gail: 
,ILynnet Lee 
Auker  B.A., Lynne  
Ellen Mina B.A., Paul 
13,:hei,  4 
Phorn  for appointrio'nf
 
Khuzaie B.A., ViArlene




, : '  
'''''";.........,..,........,,....,,,,, ,,,..... ,., ,,  ,,.1.),..,,,,,o, 
Stimmann B.A.. Michael Wit/mil 
lie


































11 A., Lloyd John 
3 A 
. David Pauce 
Harsh-





Jr 13.A.. John 
: i lenity 13 A., Marl 
B 




























Lawless B.A., Andrew Bow Ning 
Lee B.A. 
Robert
 Donald Lloyd B.A.. Al-
exander John Mae Isaac B.A., 
Herbert Carl Masi B.A., Michael 
Sterling  Milin B.A., Dennis James 
Montoya
 It 







 Gal y 








 Pedulla B.A.. 














 1..5 . 
ilkinno Joy Senini 11.A., Kath-
leen Marie Sea MI B.A., Daniel
 
Edward







Delaynne 1.44P S11011111111 13.A., 
p;., njel 
D. 






























SOCIAL  SERVICE 
Philip Irwin Amos B.A Vance 









































Ann Corwi n 
B.A., 
 
Barnes  Cunningham B.A.. 
Anthony Daino B.A.. 
Il-in Dill B.A., Lynda 
See 
vs 
'or  all your bakery  needs. 
Wedding cakes, party pastries. 
birthday cakes and pies.
 



































































































































































Baptiste BA., I 




 Trimble B.A., 'Rut h E. 
Williamson  B.A. 
PHILOSOPHY 






James  Bianchi  B.A.. Merilee' 
Jean 













/Robert  Frank Jennings B.A.. 
Bennett Jones RA., Lite 
da Natalie Lorenzetti B.A.. tJ07111'S 






POLITICAL SCIENCE AND 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 




Moamar  Is 
meter B.A., 













 af.,rt T3 .5 
Dinid 
Thomas
 Boyd B.A., John 





 Cullen /3.A.. Carl 
Paul 
De Franco B.A.. James Lee 
Dunlap B.A., Ralph Neely Dunli,r, 



















 B.A., Ronald Ernile Fer-
rari B.A. 






















































































%ill prolialds  10111' 
-.C111'11111,
 hiring the next 









































































































Dudalt  B A. 
Juarth














B.A.,  Gail.. 
Anne
 Coghlan 
B.A.. Dennis Charles Harvey B.A.. 
Ann 
H Hasstraum B.A. Pamela 
Marie Henning 13.A. Marlene Do -
ores hi.,hman HA., Keith en:  
Jones
 It






 Leman B.A., Warren 
Robert Ledwirh B.A.














i B A.  Gwendalyn Dental Nash 
Anne
 Nesbit
 B.A., IA -a-
hem F. Oliver
 13.A.. Stephen 
W. 














 B.A., Sandra' 
June 
Robinson
 Shigemoto RA., 




Byron Shult B.A., 
Howard 




 Galen Prior Stach 
Jr B.A.,  Suzanne 
C.




Aun White B.A.. 
.1anet
 Mae 
Wightman B.A.. §t,Inanne Beth! 
Wightman B.A.. Nancy Joan Wil-
liams RA.. Carol Ann Hawkins 
Wood B.A.. Frances 







Richa all Luther Bairkhart B.A.. ! 
Charles Edward Combs, B.A.. Su -1 
san Ellen Derr B.A., Raymond, 
Eugene 
Dowling,  B.A., 
Timothy!  
David Foley 




Robert  Roy Gang!' 
RA. 
Thomas  









Elseherh Hansen B.A., Raymond 
.1. Heidt B.A., (Mari
 Lyn Henry
 
P.A., Frank Hubert 
Hermes
 UI 
B.A.. Robert William Joskin
 RA., ! 
(Zoe Karen Karnitses 





 Diane Pothy 
Tarr. B.A.. John Baldwin Terrill. 
B.A.. 







 Asai BA. 

























 Chevalier B.A. 
It 




















 .% Maureen .1ht-







Osaki B.A., Charles 
.1 
















































S% it litreat 
lion 
Burkinshaw B.A., Dructilla Alene 
Chaliberg B.A., Penelope Susan! 
Clayton B.A., Janet Jo Constan-
tino :Charles Lee Cox B.A., 
Joseph Victor Ctriscione B.A. 
Robert Joseph Dunn B.A., John 
















































Schmid  13.A. 
Ray  




Wesley  Seholl 
B.A.  Clarke 
B.S.
 'Elmer 















meier 13 A., NIS-heel


















 Gerald Hanson Jr. B.A.. 
Steinbruck
 Jr. B.A., 
Sharon  




 B.A., Erik R. 
Hansen Valdez 
B.A.,  Douglas Jo- 
Robert 1Villiam 












 tJoseph A. 
B.A., Elaine 
Kay Wilson B.A.. 
Ma:Erse:my 





Louis  Joseph Magallon 
Daisy Young Wang 
B.A..  Rex Le- B.A., James
 Arthur Mack RA., 
niy Zimmerman B.A. 
Theodore









 B.S., Robert 
:aba
 
 "7'7-  tJ 
id 




Arthur Bard B.S., 
Charles Ed
-






 §tCynthia Lane 
, 
BA.. Elias Peter Totah BA., Al-
Bowman B.S., Dianne 
Franco-
N-rt





Duain  Coon 




JOURNALISM  AND 
Richard Reno 
Delr.A.equa  RA . 
ADVERTISING 







George  Joseph Lechner 13.A. 
Timothy Rob Barr 
B.A.. Bruce E.  
Curtis  L. Madding B.A., 
Richard  
Battey
 B.A., Gene 
Richards Beley 
Walter Malang




Bowers  11.A.. 












Nakat  a 
B.S., Gene aPntiga Fi.S.. 
James 
Loren


















Wong  B.A., (Richard N 
Wood RA., Charles Lee 
Watkins
 
B.S.. Everett Leroy Wilson 
B.S., 
Lazio Thornan Junios B.A. 
GEOLOGY 
William L. R:unbo B.S. 









Armstrong  B.A.. Linda 





arlzaret Michael James Harrold RA., 
Anita Becker 
B.A., Lynn Beckland 
3:Michael Royce Hooper RA., Tall -
RA., 
tt*Heidi  Amalie 
Bowman'  
mon E. Horst B.A., Thomas Joseph, 
B.A., Anna 
Belle  Colvin 
B.A..'
 Kennedy B.A. 
Nancy  Jane Douglas B.A., 
Patricia;
 
Glenn Frederick Lutat B.A., 
Ann Downey 




 Eve Mills 
BA..
 David 
Duguid  B.A.. 





 Robert G 
Celia 
Mary  Hand B.A.. 
















B.A., Joyce Johns 
B.A..  Janet 
B.A., Willard Keith
 Takahashi 
Kathryn Koch B.A., Judith 
Ann  
It
 W. Scott Turner 
B.A.,  Sol 




















*John  Alderete 
B.A..  Richard 
Mary 
Patricia  Mayer 
13.A..  Mar- ; Roy 
Bartholomew 
B.A..  (Diane 
caret 
Ronald Millar 
B.A..  Tina Faya 
Calbsen B.A.. 
Karen  Shizuyd 
Mariette  Murphy 
B.A.,




 W. Cooke 
Raimondi RA., 
Barbara Olivia B.A..
 Henry Oliver 
Cureton  B.A., 
Ramos B.A., 
Illiatherine  Marie 
Richard  Edwin 
Duncan




 Edelman B.A., 
Marla  June 
son B.A.. taJnis 
L. Stayton B.A., 
Englert B.A. 
















gift that they will 
appreciate.  
Choose  
from a wide 
selection.
 
 Or  
Royalite Portable Typewriters 
only 
Look at our 
$44.77 
See 


















center pull brakes 
wing






Toe clips and straps 
reg. $79.95 











894 E. Santa Clara at 
19th













































ljpptuan  ft A 
. Bonita Yen
-
Mine lain 13 A. 
Martin Charles
 McKenzie B.A.. 
George
 Darrell McLeod 
B.A.,  
ItLinda 
Marie  Nelson B.A.. 
Don-
ald 
Nowlin 11 A.. §Suzatthe 
K. ()se-
na(
 B.A., Murder Erich

















§tMichael  Harry 
Powell  


















Fred  I.. Sommer, 
RA.,
 Paul 
Allen Teas B.A., 
§(Ber-
nard















B.A., Yuk Shu 
Wong  B.A., 
















































































































































































We fill mail 
orders.
 






















































































































































































Who can resist it? 
That exuberant 
urge  to peel 
off your shoes and go joyfully
 down to meet 
the sea. 
You  don't 
want 
anything,





























































































































day  May 2 
1961 



































































































 lus is 

























and Medical  
$500 pays 
about $167  
year












$80 less $14 dividend, or 
a net of $66 





















that  even 
unmarried
 








Call or write 




























































































































































































Street Hof Brau 
z_ ---



















AI grau 1 
SAN JOSE, CALIFOHNI 1 P-_ 
'II
 11111 HIM 1111 





'II WI  
Ricak608
 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Great Distinct   
Robert Austin Wizwell 
B.A.,  Ben 


























































 Heinbach Brimhall 
B.A., 
/tear]
 Kenneth Conrad B.A., 
David 
Perry  Doak B.A., Larry 
James Fisher B.A., Daniel Way -
man Floyd B.A., John G. Galli 
B.A. §tRobert Malcolm 
Morse
 
B.A., §tFrank Takeshi Noda B.A.,' 
Ramon Gene Thorson B.A., IWai-
*Carol Toy
 Dreyer B.A.. *Juanita Mao







Store  Thefts 
Differently
 
By KEITH TAKAHASHI SJS students, exists between col -
An apparent 























 on one hand 
  show a 















UPI i- A survey trun-




men would like to be re -born
 ,is 
women 
if they had the 
choice --
but their reasoning
 is strictly male. 
"Once you 
are married, your 
salary no longer belongs


















, The magazine asked
 its readers 
this question: 
"If you 
could  be born 
again  and 
had 
the  choice, 
which 
would  you 
like 
to bea 






















































































 affected by minor thefts, 
the managers of these
 stores, on 
the surface, 
evidence the least con-
cern. 
The problem centers
 about the 
year around 
thefts
 of textbooks 
and 
sundry items from 
the book-





 Dean of Students, 
Stanley C. Benz, the
 cases of pil-
ferage which come to the 
atten-
tion of the college, number around 
30 to 40 per year. However. Dean 
Benz said, "This is a trouble spot 





turbing," Dean Benz said, "is the 
attitude toward honesty." Some 
students, according to Dean Benz 
and other college officials, feel 
that the monetary value
 of the 
stolen items determines the seri-
ousness of the offense. 
The majority of the pilferages, 
according to Dean Benz and the 
book store managers, concern 
small items




"Monetary value is minor," the 
SJS dean of students added, "it 
is
 the moral ethical standard 
which 
is more important." 
Dr. Warren P. Fraleigh, associ-







to Dean Benz. The 
judiciary,  a stu-
dent court which 
tries cases of 
misconduct, 
according  to Dr. Fra-




"One of the 
things we have 
found













for doing it." 
THORN




managers  and 
owners  tend to look 
upon pilfer-
age, 




constant  thorn in 
their  sides, 




But  this, 
according  to 
the 
managers,  


























Book  Store, 
"It's  not an 
alarming thin.,
 
but it's present 
he 



























































All  three 
men  feel 
that the 
vast 
























































Ohio (UPI 1 - For 
nearl2.  nine 
months, 




 the U.S. Air 
Force kept an F-105
 on their rack 
whilo they hunted




 an average Thunder
-
chief, picked 






 a maze 
of steel 
















































SALES   
RENTALS
 

































































































































 Lee Banks BA, 
Carolee 
Booth B.A., Cal v in 
Nathaniel
 
Cooper B A., Robert Glenn ..1..risen 
B.A., Robert Joseph Kristic B.A.. 
Jackson 
Timothy
 Palmer B.A. 
Marie E. Porter B.A.,
 John A 
Rohlfes  B.A. 
RECREATION  
+Lonnie 







Brashear  B.A.. 
Teri Ardee Jones 
Croxall B.A.. 
Frank
 Collett° B.A., Ernie Melo-
nas B.A.,

















Zoske  B.A. 
SPECIAL
 
Jean Ellen Adams B.A., 
Dianne 
Latour 










want a  year 
around 
part
  job? 
Sef 
Thomas  Bros. 
popular  
Street  










and women are now 
se 
throughout  the State of 
fornia,
 
but some cities 
are - 
available. 
Interviews can be 
arranged  it 
school or our 
office.
 Phone or 
w
  











 Momhiro B.A 


















111 -weeks session 
;- 
it 
'Oks  session 






















is Discount with S J.S 




Seals Installed. $35.00 
on most cars 
Transmission Overhaul 




































lasting  value 
and 
distinctiveness.  Such 








 is an 
Art. 
SPECI  Il 
\ I R 1TE 
We 
cal 
furnish  a cap and 
gown. 
I)
 if /era (), 1. 4 1 0 11 5-505 
Ntia 0 
38 














the trend to 
slip-on















A   
0-1=2,0DINTS
 




















































LA.ItU,  ethos% i,f:,t, 
I.;  1. I .it; 
1, 
.ere 























 p PIp,i1,;i  
in 111111,11111 
II  
paul!.. pail . I it.1  . 
 tilts1.111oli  
,. I .0,
 
all.  10 Wk." KrJ/I. 
...irk



























 . . . were 
ferried in long 
 a is from the 





 to Phil's 
farm  in Cam-
..ige,  from whence they proceed-
. li thew 
way to Concorcl. where 
 arrived early yesterday. 
l'pon






movement  on Tuesday night. 
guns a ere fired through 
..,  country and expresses 





 that very 
i irk yestiaday
 morning. large 
Tiber, 



































Stop In This Weekend ... 
Our Food's Great 



































































































































































ported aim great 
:putt
 
oil but ii 
sates and Cola illtleat 
the' 
King's tixasts, retreated to Charles- , 
town."
 
The "expresses sent" were, of 
course. the alarm spread by Re-
.re  
and his 
companion William  
)awes.
 




 , and 
Tulelake 
Center,  Newell, Calif., 





Washington. I). C., from 
1942 to 
!IM5. Ile 
was  directly 
appointed  
i by the President. 
"The 
primary
 duty was to train
 
evacuees of 
all  Japanese descent 
to police themselves,- 
he said. 
The  first job he 
had to du as 
a police 
chief  was, he 
said, "to 
let the evacuees 
understand that 
the 
function of police and
 the rea-
son of my being there was not to 
AAAAA to It 
question 
loyalty
 or disloyalty of 








 to $24.95 
"I was 
very discreet in handling 
people," he said. "There
 were peo-
ple of all kinds;
 Issei (enemy 
!aliens as defined 
by
 authority at 





 Japanese descent), and 











their pride," he con-
tinued, "I catered








































 Pollee School, 
said,  recalling the 
hysteria  and 
'hatred
 for Japanese during World
 
War 
Schmidt was chief of Internal 
ally and 












































 it was 
understandabli
 









 con- ; 
fused






























 and a lot 



































































yet  StI.I.1 
thhir !alit,,









































neck,  and 
said ten 
World War I, 
and 
were















































 me to 
write a 






























































































































































Sell  ALL 
Your






You Deal Direct With The Owner. 
You get 50% plus 10% 
bonus  
INCLUDING DURING FINALS 



























TOP PRICES FOR YOUR BOOKS 
So Sell 
Your Text 
Books
 NOW
 
at 
ROBERT'S  
BOOK
 
CO.
 
"just off 
campus"
 
330
 
So.  
10th 
lust 
off 
San  
Carlos  
." 
mem
